
   

 
 
 
 
 

Schedule of Certification  
Assessed for the Age Check Certification Scheme. 
Reference Number: 2021/Nov/SCH1 

Issue Date: 22nd November 2021 

This is a Schedule of Certification independently assessed by competent and qualified audit professionals to 
demonstrate that Digital Identity Net UK Limited, as an Identity Service Provider, meet the relevant 
requirements of the Age Check Certification Scheme.  

The Schedule is only valid when presented alongside Certificate of Conformity AC-0013508. 

Digital Identity Net UK Limited 

 

      

Conformity Assessment The Checks of Conformity independently assessed by competent and qualified 
audit professionals demonstrate, through sampling that Digital Identity Net U.K. 
Ltd trading as OneID, as an Account Information Services Provider authorised 
and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority (FRN 928911) by virtue of 
regulation 17 of the Payment Services Regulations 2017, being an Age Check 
Provider can accurately, appropriately and to acceptable levels of assurance 
disseminate to a relying party whether a citizen is 18 years of age or over by 
reference to: 

1 Attributes held by Banks authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct 
Authority by virtue of the Financial Services and Markets Act 2000 and the 
Financial Services and Markets Act 200 (Regulated Activities). 

2 Records of identity and date of birth maintained by a Credit Reference Agency 
authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority under Article 89B 
of the Financial Services and Markets Act 2000 (Regulated Activities) Order 2001 
(S.I. 2001/544) (as inserted by the (Amendment) (No.2) Order 2013 (S.I. 
2013/1881), art. 1(2)(6), 8(2)); 

Endorsements & Limits of Jurisdiction 
Applicable only in the jurisdiction of the United Kingdom & Northern Ireland. 
 

Applicable for age verification purposes only. 
 

Digital Identity Net U.K. Limited trading as OneID do not carry out age verification directly against assessment 
and validation of primary identity credentials but are reliant upon such checks carried out by others. 

 



   

 
 
 
 
 

Notes 
Target of Evaluation: OneID Age Verification System (as presented for audit on 03 Sep 2021) 

 

Scope 
ACCS 0:2020 General Scheme Rules 
ACCS 2:2020 Technical Requirements for Data Protection and Privacy 

ACCS 4:2020 Technical Requirements for Age Check Systems 

Incorporating PAS 1296:2018 Code of Practice for Age Check Systems 

 

Simple Explainer 
We provide this ‘simple explainer’ for anyone reading or interpreting our certificates of conformity to assist 
with understanding. There is further information on our website www.accscheme.com or by calling our 
certification team on 0345 257 0018. 
 
The Age Check Certification Scheme tests that age check systems work. There are a wide range of businesses 
that have to take steps to gain assurance about the age of their customers, particularly if they are selling age 
restricted goods, content or services or information society services providing age appropriate design. 
 
The Scheme defines the technical, organisational and documentary requirements, including data protection 
enhancement techniques, specifically for providers of age check services or providers of age restricted goods, 
services or content, or design of information society services likely to be accessed by children and related to 
privacy, handling of personal data and the obligations arising from UK GDPR. 
 
Data protection and privacy is critical to the successful operation of age check data processing services and 
when designing age-appropriate services. These technical requirements form an essential (and mandatory) 
part of the assessment of the efficacy and accuracy of clients’ age check processes or age-appropriate design. 
 
PAS 1296:2018 provides a code of practice for age check providers, age exchanges or relying parties 
undertaking age check processes. As a code of practice, it does not set requirements, but does provide for 
organisations to make claims of conformity including through independent 3rd party validation of age check 
systems. In order to do that, it is necessary for the conformity assessment body to set out the technical 
requirements that it will apply, using PAS 1296:2018 as a framework, to assess whether or not to issue a 
certificate of conformity. 
 
--ENDS-- 

http://www.accscheme.com/

